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Los Angeles designer Peter Dunham has moved his store,
Hollywood at Home, to design mecca La Cienega Boulevard.
The new space, above, features Dunham’s trademark medley
of custom furniture and vintage pieces. Included are fabrics
from Carolina Irving, Jed Johnson, Martyn Lawrence-Bullard
and Lisa Fine as well as Dunham’s own hand-printed
textiles, right: Starburst in Indigo, Arabesque in Grass. 724 N.
La Cienega Blvd. 310-273-6200; hollywoodathome.com
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WALL FLOWER Part of her latest

collection for Baker,
the Petalo mirror by
Laura Kirar is equal
parts artwork and
function. Intricately
carved petals
in a white goldleaf
finish surround
the convex mirrored
center. $2,490.

In celebration of his10th
anniversary with Hickory
Chair, Thomas O’Brien
debuts the Library
collection based on
furniture from his own
home. The fabric-covered
Marielle bookcase is
bedecked with doublerow nailhead trim.
Available in a range of
fabrics and finishes.
$12,420. 800-349-4579;
hickorychair.com

800-592-2537;

bakerfurniture.com
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L’Objet looks to the world of
nature for inspiration in its
new Ruffelle pitcher. Each piece
is handcrafted with delicate,
leaflike edges and a goldplated handle twisted like
a vine. Available in two sizes.
$675 for 11” large, shown.
800-624-4034; halls.com

L.A. STORY
Scalamandré, the
venerable fabric house,
reopens its doors
in the heart of La
Cienega’s shopping
district. The renovated
Los Angeles showroom
carries company
classics along
with newer fabrics,
trims, wallcoverings
and furnishings.
800 N. La Cienega
Blvd. 310-657-8154;
scalamandre.com

TREES OF GOLD Rising talent Jason Phillips melds nature and glamour

DECO DESIGN
The undulating Debussy
sofa from Armani/Casa
evokes the spirit of the thirties.
Sophisticated yet plush,
it brings Armani’s stamp of
understated luxe to any
home. Pricing from $9,400.
212-334-1271; armanicasa.com
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with these new fiberglass-and-resin stools. Gold- or silverleaf.
Large stool, shown,$657. 877-744-5547; phillipscollection.com
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SECRET GARDEN A world of topiaries, mazes
and rustic cabins comes alive on Hermès’
dinner service Les Maisons Enchantées.
The 21-piece faience collection is based
on sepia etchings by François Houtin.
Teapot, $255. 800-441-4488; hermes.com

BARC L AY’S BEST
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Fashion designer Oscar de la Renta
has partnered with Lee Jofa to create
a sumptuous line of fabrics ranging
from embroidered silks to vibrant
ikats. Couture-inspired pleating and
ribbon details abound. Pricing upon
request. 800-453-3563; leejofa.com
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Famed for its wafer-thin biscuit
porcelain and innovative design,
Hering Berlin introduces its first
mouth-blown glass collection.
The Domain series features bold
shapes and smoky gray stems
that are at once elegant and
modern. From $110. Available
through Gumps.
800-766-7628;

gumps.com
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OR ANGE CRUSH
With their bright tangerine hue, what’s
not to love about these lacquered boxes
from Pacific Connections. Available in
four sizes, they’re the perfect catchalls
for jewelry or keepsakes. From $75
to $165 at Mitchell Gold + Bob Williams.
800-789-5401; mgbwhome.com

SWEDE
INSPIRATION

Inspired by an
antique, Modern
History’s Gustavian
curved-front corner
cabinet tucks
neatly into a room.
With its classic
fluting, refined
proportions and
handpainted
finish it is sure to
become a treasured
heirloom for
future generations.
Available in antique
gray or white.
$6,347. 336869-9714; mod-

ernhistoryhome.com
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Standout pieces from Barclay
Butera’s new collections include a
Regency-style bench and hexagonal
lacquered drum. Bench from the
Town Collection, $899, and drum
from City, $799. 323-634-0200;
barclaybuteralifestyle.com

